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ABSTRACT

We begin with a review. We outline an experiment and
methodology. We present and examine our results. We de-
scribe our conclusions and dispel your delusions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Health is important, everybody knows that! But what is
health space? It is the space in which health flourishes. As
Shakespeare said:

A plague on both your houses! [3]

2. METHODOLOGY

Mainstream “news” sites publish many articles on health,
most of them detrimental to the public consciousness. We
would like to complain about this. COMPLAIN.

3. HEALTH PILLS

Many pills are available for the preservation of one’s health.
These are wholeheartedly recommended by the authors with-
out reservation [1]. Each generic pill increases your health
points by 1 (one). Researchers and gamers often refer to
health points, but how does one quantify this concept? We
present a decomposition of the health point system and show
that any health altering substance can be uniquely repre-
sented by a vector in health space.

Refer to Figure 1. Look at the colours.
The basis vectors of health space are orthogonal to fail,

as death is orthogonal to health. Likewise, we note that the
configuration space of health has many attractors, the La-
grangian conjugate being 4. Heading in an easterly direction
across the country, the vector space increases exponentially
with a chance of showers later.

I’ve had personal correspondence with a scientist who
assures me that the Poisson distribution of the probable vec-
tors (discounting non-Gaussian trout homomorphisms) gives
an expected value of 4. The alert reader will note this agrees

Fig. 1. A point in two-dimensional health space (note the
non-linear scale)

nicely with the previous lemma relating to the previous con-
jecture.

O the curse of dimensionality! Condemned to wander
vast planes of nothing, lonely as a cloud (of particulate mat-
ter). Woe to those news organisations who claim to un-
derstand the proliferation of factors, they are but blind men
climbing an elephant doomed forever to rest in a local op-
timum. Hark! We seek to remove the blinkers of conven-
tional and nuclear science! Behold yon mountain of ultimate
health across the perilous chasm of sickness. In the next sec-
tion we plot the path through this treacherous configuration
space armed with nothing but the Principle of Least Action,
and a slice of chocolate cake.

To the Science Laboratory!

4. CASE STUDY

An unnamed news source (BBC) claims that vitamins are
bad for you. As this is contradictory to our knowledge of



health pills, we feel compelled to point out the flaws in their
methodology. We enumerate them here for your edification:

1. It assumes people exercise. Extensive research in this
area has shown that on average this is not the case.

2. It assumes you are literate.

3. It assumes you are alive.

4. It assumes µ > 5.3 for all Γ(x) which is patently not
true!1

5. There are many other flaws which space does not per-
mit us to enumerate. We leave these as an exercise for
the interested and credulous reader.

5. AVAILABILITY

The modern reader is fortunate that the joys of health pills
are so readily and cheaply available. All one need do is sign
up for an “e-mail” address on “Goo-gol” or one of a number
of similar services, and receive frequent mailings of the lat-
est advancements in pill technology. We have included for
your edification a sample of such mailings received by the
authors in appendix A.

Often the only action a reader need take is to “click” on a
“link” embedded in the document and enter their credit card
details, a quick and painless process that is sure to result in
top quality pills.

The alert mail recipient will quickly become aware that
a certain proportion of these offers relate to biological en-
hancements2. The authors strongly discourage the use of
these particular pills. There are many important factors to
consider in the forking of a child, and implementations vary
wildly in correctness. Seek professional advice.

6. RESULTS

Value the First Value 12 Error Code
Sample 1 4.2 12 7.4
Sample 5 11.8 12 u9
Sample 4 -5.1253 11.999 404
Sample 0 423432e-i 12 789.4
Sample i ℵ 12 EIEIO

All measurements were taken in relation to the angle of
the sun and peakiness of the experimenter on the day, and
as such are accurate to the nearest uneven counting number.
Relativistic effects were ignored. The horrific discrepancy
in the value of 12 for Sample 4 can be attributed to the Frog
Effect, detailed elsewhere [2]. Other than that, we feel these
figures are self-explanatory.

1We own the patent in question.
2Further detail would not be publishable in this family-oriented journal

Fig. 2. Exercising kills fish. FACT.

7. CONCLUSION

Death to mass media!

8. ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

Previous work in the area of health has concluded that exer-
cising releases large quantities of free radicals into the atmo-
sphere, a menacing cloud that aggressively oxidises every-
thing with which it comes into contact! [4] The ozone layer
is peppered with holes above those urban areas with a high
gym density (see Figure 2). What ever you do, don’t exer-
cise – you’re causing global warming! Current best practice
recommends the substitution of a good cup of tea as it is full
of antioxidants and cow extracts3.

A. SAMPLE MAILINGS

A.1. Exhibit A

Subject: Weight loss without hunger? Dreams
come true with Acai Berry!

If you have tried every possible diet and nothing
worked on you, read this information. There is
an easy way to lose your weight without dieting

3Cows are Good.



and starvation simply taking pills or capsules
with herbal and organic ingredients which are
100% safe and effective. Your secret weapon
against excessive pounds is Fatblaster. Power-
ful herbal formula of Fatblaster naturally assists
the body in burning more calories.

A.2. Exhibit A1

Subject: Addicted to pills?

Do you spend your life buying pills from the
internets? Are you lost in a sea of tablets? Like
a ball pit, but with pills? A pill pit? Want some
more? We have all the pills you haven’t got!
If you want them, please enter your details on
the following website, and the pillules will be
dispatched directly by bicycle courier.

http://www.pillzrus532.za/es2331T

A.3. Exhibit B

Subject: Reasonable prices on medications.

Canadian pharmacy is as good as American phar-
macies but offers much lower prices on medica-
tions. High quality generic medications - easy
to order and delivered in discreet packages! It’s
absolutely secure and safe! Visit us and calcu-
late the money you save.

http://bit.ly/zeX3T

A.4. Exhibit C

A.5. Exhibit D

Subject: Softwares 4 u!

Looking for high quality softwares at low prices?
Want high-street brands at back-street prices?

Look no further than our pill store! Fill out the
anonymous profile at the following website and
we will recommend the perfect pills 4 u! Yay!
If not completely satisfied return used pills for
full refund!!! Alternatively, throw a brick through
the window of your nearest police station for a
full refund.

http://www.pillzrus532.za/x35cgs
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